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I don't understand why Trevor hasn't considered this idea yet: an A-EON blog covering Trevor's personal
stories, Enhancer-related information from Matthew, and kernel-related info from the Exec SG Team. All in
one place, all involved parties taking turns to keep the public in the know.

Because Trevor is not in the "software developing" business, but mostly paying for I assume. And those ones
who work with him didn't explain the necessity to communicate with users with honest and permanent updates.
But hey, "team lead" for ExecSG and "black hole" for Enhancer, what do you expect :) Maybe they just don't
want to do so and telling Trevor that this is not necessary. Dunno. All that "info from Amiwest" it's more like
cheap talks. There should be normal permanent updates about states. Don't have time? Then why not hire for a
cheap one of us, to be a "communication" guy? If they will continue like that, they will lose the whole user base
(though, I assume they lose it already, one more year and there will be no one if both companies will continue
like this).

As for information about "enhancer" from Mattew .. :) Are you about this Mattew who will give any technical and
explaining and honest information? I am sure he will not. He even didn't understand the importance of releasing
normal change logs with enhancer, explaining what was changed/fixed/where/why, but instead just "component
xXx was updated" :) Just a laugh. Updated how? Damn, just pure unprofessionalism in this regard. Take a look
at how morphos guys release their updated: clean, slick, full of the necessary information. But no, we go
another route, make things worse than they can be in all the other world!
It should be someone else, who is a "communicate" guy. Mattew is a black hole when it comes to
communication. Remember how everything is ignored, when are we trying to explain how to made beta-testing
of enhancer better? Or for example, how he threatens Goos asking that hardware accelerated video need it
right now and "today", and didn't release a shit about for a year and make it collecting dust? Or, damn, take that
AEON site, where some links just broken and can't be fixed for years! Professional indeed, nothing to say :) Or
how they for 3 or how many years can't get that there need someone else to work on the sound driver for that
damn Tabor :) Or how they can't release updated zzd10h tools on which Javier works a few months ago and
they still can't be put to amistore db. Or, how that releases of Enhancer in whole done: different versions,
subversions, instead of just a single one, a mess! Professionals, nothing to say. I feel there are only

professionals when it comes to control something, then yes, and AEON and Hyperion both professional there :)

